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Abstract
Acral lentiginous melanoma (ALM) is a rare tumor that occurs on non-sun exposed skin areas of the hands and feet. Reports
suggest that ALM exhibits poor prognosis, although mechanisms driving this remain poorly understood. Alterations in TERT
and the Wnt/β-catenin (Wnt) pathway have been suggested to correlate with prognosis of ALM. Thus, immunohistochemical
expression of β-catenin and LEF1 along with TERT amplification by FISH was investigated in 34 primary ALMs, 20
metastatic ALMs, 10 primary non-ALMs, and 15 acral nevi. Foot/toe was the most common primary tumor location (85%)
for ALM. TERT amplification was detected in 6 of 28 (21.4%) primary ALM, 2 of 8 (25%) primary non-ALM, and 8 of 18
(44.4%) metastatic ALM, the latter showing significantly higher frequency compared with primary melanomas (P= 0.043).
Most metastatic ALMs positive for TERT amplification lacked BRAF V600E (87.5%). Cytoplasmic and nonnuclear
expression of β-catenin was variably detected in all cases. Metastatic ALM revealed lower expression of β-catenin compared
with primary ALM (P= 0.017). No differences in LEF1 expression were detected among the groups; however, acral nevi
showed decreased labeling with dermal descent, in contrast to melanoma. No molecular-genetic alteration correlated with
prognosis. TERT amplification by FISH is a frequent finding in primary ALM and appears to increase in metastatic tumors,
suggesting a role in tumor progression to metastasis. Although TERT amplification has been reported to be infrequent in
primary non-ALM, it showed comparable frequency with ALM in our series. Our immunohistochemical findings are not
fully supportive of activation of either canonical or noncanonical Wnt cascades in ALM. TERT amplification by FISH and
LEF1 immunohistochemistry may help in the differential diagnosis between primary ALM and acral nevus. TERT
amplification appears to be a promising target for therapy in patients with metastatic ALM.

Introduction

Acral lentiginous melanoma (ALM) is an uncommon sub-
type of cutaneous melanoma, more frequently seen in non-
Caucasians [1, 2]. ALM accounts for ~4% of all melanomas
in white populations. The disease occurs on acral skin like
palms and soles. ALM is known to have a higher frequency
of chromosomal aberrations and is regarded to have a worse
prognosis than the more common non-acral cutaneous
melanoma [3–5]. ALM is also thought to be less responsive
to immune checkpoint inhibitors because of the poor
immune response to the tumor [6, 7].

Approximately 50% of all cutaneous melanomas harbor
activating BRAF gene mutations, making these the most
frequent mutations in melanoma. More than 90% of BRAF
mutations in melanoma occur at codon 600 (BRAF V600E).
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In contrast, ALMs show low frequency of about 15–20%
BRAF V600E mutations. Mutations in genes such as KIT,
PDGFRA, and NRAS appear to occur more frequently in
ALM [8–10].

TERT is a gene encoding for the catalytic subunit of
telomerase reverse transcriptase. Upregulation of TERT
activity enhances cellular proliferation and plays an
important role in oncogenesis. TERT promoter mutations
occur early in melanomagenesis and UV exposure is
probably the key mechanism for the generation of these
aberrations. TERT promoter mutations are associated with
poor prognosis in primary and metastatic melanoma;
however, they are reported to be uncommon in ALM. In
contrast, TERT has been reported to be involved in fre-
quent amplifications of small genomic regions in primary
ALM [11–13]. TERT gene amplification is another
mechanism for TERT gene activation that promotes cell
survival and proliferation [14–17] and has been found to
be associated with poor prognosis in breast and urothelial
carcinomas [18] and with an aggressive behavior in lung
adenocarcinoma, glioblastoma, meningioma, and neuro-
blastoma [19, 20]. Compared with TERT promoter
mutations, TERT amplifications are found in a small
number of malignancies [18]. TERT gene amplification
has been detected in 21% of cases of primary ALM and
reported to be associated with poor outcome in a single
study [21], however, its incidence in primary non-ALM
has not been extensively explored [22].

Besides maintaining telomere length, telomerase
appear to have other roles. High telomerase expression
has been proposed to influence both phenotype and
metabolism of cancer cells by interacting with Wnt sig-
naling cascades [23]. Activation of the Wnt/β-catenin
signaling pathway is a prognostic biomarker and a therapy
target in several tumor types [24]. β-catenin and LEF1 are
central mediators of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway.
In the absence of a Wnt signal, a degradation complex
phosphorylates β-catenin, targeting it for elimination. In
the presence of a Wnt signal, β-catenin is stabilized in the
cytoplasm. The cytoplasmic accumulation of β-catenin
leads to its translocation to the nucleus, where it binds to
LEF1 and activates transcription of a number of target
genes [25]. LEF1 and β-catenin protein expression are
promising biomarkers that have been reported to be
associated with poor prognosis in a subset of ALMs [26];
however, besides this single report, little is known of the
significance of β-catenin and LEF1 in the progression and
prognosis of ALM.

The aim of this study was to determine the significance
of biomarkers suggested to play a role in ALM, such as
TERT gene amplification and protein expression of
β-catenin and LEF1, in progression of primary ALM to
metastasis and its prognosis.

Materials and methods

The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Review
Board. Seventy-nine formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded
samples of acral and non-acral melanocytic lesions were
collected from 2005 to 2018 from the pathology department
at our hospital. The cases included specimens collected at
our institution and those sent to our institution in con-
sultation. Pathology reports were evaluated for histopatho-
logic parameters. Clinical data and results of genetic testing
of common mutations were retrieved from review of the
clinical files. The cases were divided into different cate-
gories with four groups including primary ALM (n= 34),
primary non-ALM (n= 10), metastatic ALM (n= 20), and
acral melanocytic nevi (n= 15). Cases of primary and
metastatic ALM corresponded to different patients.

Immunohistochemistry for β-catenin, LEF1, and BRAF
V600E and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for
TERT gene amplification were performed in all the cases.
Immunohistochemical analysis using an anti-β-catenin
monoclonal mouse antihuman antibody (dilution 1:1500,
clone 14, Dako Cytomation, Carpinteria, CA) and an anti-
LEF1 monoclonal rabbit antihuman antibody (dilution
1:100, clone EPR2029y, Dako Cytomation) was performed
on paraffin sections according to the BOND MAX protocol
(Vision Biosystems, Norwell, MA) guidelines. For
BRAFV600E, (Ventana anti-BRAF V600E (VE1) mouse
monoclonal antibody, Tucson, Arizona) was used as pri-
mary antibody. For β-catenin and LEF1, intensity (0, 1+,
2+, and 3+), number of positive cells (%) and cytoplasmic
versus nuclear expression were recorded and H-score
was calculated. Briefly, the H-score was determined
according to the formula: [H-score = (%1+ × 1)+ (%2+ ×
2)+ (%3+ × 3)]. BRAF V600E immunohistochemical
staining was interpreted as positive or negative. The slides
were scored as positive when most of the tumor cells
showed moderate to strong cytoplasmic staining and they
were considered negative when there was no staining or
weak staining of single interspersed cells. Appropriate
positive and negative controls were used for each antibody.

For FISH analysis, a commercial probe (about 390 kB)
covering the TERT gene at 5p15 and a control probe (about
650 kB) covering 5q31 (including CDC25C and EGR1
genes) were used (Leica Biosystems-Kreatech, Amsterdam,
Netherlands; Fig. 1). Gene amplifications were considered
positive when the ratio between TERT gene copy number
and control was greater than 1.11. This cutoff criteria was
established by the Cytogenetics Training Laboratory at the
School of Health Professions, MD Anderson Cancer Center
through probe validation and statistical analysis on a
set of normal tissue samples. Some cases were not inter-
pretable and therefore were excluded from analysis. All
samples were de-paraffinized and pretreated following
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manufacturer’s specifications before probe application
(Agilent-Dako, Santa Clara, CA).

Statistical analysis was done using SPSS software ver-
sion 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Chi square and t tests
with descriptive statistics were used for statistical analysis,
and the results were considered statistically significant at
P < 0.05.

Results

Clinicopathological characteristics of patients

The main clinical characteristics of the ALM and non-ALM
patients are listed in Table 1. Median age and sex were
comparable among ALM, non-ALM, and metastatic ALM
groups. In the ALM melanomas (primary and metastatic),
the tumor occurred on the foot/toe in 44 of 54 patients
(81.5%) and on the hands/fingers in 5 of 54 patients (9.3%).
There was a trend for worse average survival in ALM as
compared with non-ALM, however it did not reach statis-
tical significance (P= 0.17).

The main histopathological features of the groups are
listed in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 2. The median Breslow
thickness for primary ALM (Fig. 2a) was 2.75 mm (range,
0.8–16.0 mm) and for non-ALM was 1.8 mm (range,
0.95–5 mm). ALM and non-ALM were similarly distributed

among AJCC 8th Edition T categories based on Breslow
thickness [27]. Ulceration was present in 17 of 34 ALM
melanomas (50%) and 2 of 10 non-ALM (20%). Median
mitotic count was 2 mitoses/mm2 (range, <1–21 mitoses/
mm2) for ALM and was 2 mitoses/mm2 (range, <1–7
mitoses/mm2) for non-ALM. In our study, for both ALM
and non-ALM melanoma groups, there was a trend for
thicker melanomas (high Breslow thickness) and more than
1 mitosis/mm2 to be associated with worse overall survival
(P= 0.19, and P= 0.08, respectively), however there was
no survival difference for ulceration (P= 0.66).

Our 15 patients with acral nevi included 4 men and 11
women (male-to-female ratio, 0.4:1); the median age was 48
years (range, 26–71 years). Most of the lesions (11 of 15;
73%) occurred on the foot/toe and histologically seven of
the lesions were compound (Fig. 2b).

Immunohistochemistry results

LEF1 demonstrated nuclear expression in all our positive
cases. No cytoplasmic LEF1 labeling was found in

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of patients with acral and non-acral
melanoma.

Clinical characteristics Primary
acral
melanoma
(n= 34),
no. (%)

Metastatic
acral
melanoma
(n= 20),
no. (%)

Primary
non-acral
melanoma
(n= 10),
no. (%)

Age, median, y 71 71 70

Sex

Male 20 11 6

Female 14 9 4

Male: female ratio 1.4:1 1.2:1 1.5:1

Location of primary tumor

Foot/toe 27 (79.3) 17 (85) 0

Hand/fingers 5 (14.7) 0 0

Ankle 1 (3) 1 (5) 0

Nailbed, unspecified 1 (3) 2 (10) 0

Arm N/A N/A 3 (30)

Scalp N/A N/A 1 (10)

Ear lobe N/A N/A 1 (10)

Chest wall N/A N/A 1 (10)

Cheek N/A N/A 2 (20)

Back N/A N/A 2 (20)

Stage

I 2 (5.8) 0 2 (20)

II 11 (32.4) 0 3 (30)

III 8 (23.6) 0 1 (10)

IV 13 (38.2) 20 (100) 4 (40)

Median survival
(months)

50 months 95 months

Fig. 1 TERT FISH probes utilized in our study. The diagram shows
chromosome 5. Two probes, spanning 5p15.3 and 5q31, were used as
target (TERT) and control, respectively.
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melanoma, as opposite to what has been reported in the
literature [26] (Fig. 2c). All of our compound acral nevi (7
of 7; 100%) showed decreased nuclear positivity of LEF1
with the descent (i.e., LEF1 appeared to show a “maturation
pattern”, Fig. 2d). In contrast, 42 of 44 melanomas (95%)
showed patchy LEF1 positivity in the dermal component of
the tumors (Fig. 2c). No significant correlation between
LEF1 and type of melanoma (ALM versus non-ALM),
primary versus metastatic tumors, clinicopathologic char-
acteristics, or prognosis was found.

β-catenin expression was cytoplasmic in melanoma and
nevi, with no cases showing nuclear β-catenin labeling. The
H-score of β-catenin in metastatic ALM melanomas was
significantly lower than that seen in primary ALM (P=
0.017, Table 3 and Fig. 2e, f). The same difference was
present when metastatic ALM was compared with primary
ALM and non-ALM as one group (P= 0.014). However,
there was no significant correlation between β-catenin
expression and prognosis.

Seven of 34 (20.6%) ALM and 10 of 15 (66.7%) acral
nevi were positive for BRAF V600E by immunohis-
tochemistry. Acral nevi showed a much higher frequency of

BRAF V600E mutation as compared with ALMs (P= 0.05,
Fig. 2g, h).

FISH results

TERT amplification was detected by FISH in 6 of 28
(21.4%) of primary ALMs, 2 of 8 (25%) of primary non-
ALMs, and 8 of 18 (44.4%) of metastatic ALMs. When
comparing primary with metastatic ALM, it was noted that
the metastatic tumors showed a significantly higher fre-
quency of TERT amplification (P= 0.043). This was also
true when comparing primary melanoma (ALM plus non-
ALM) with metastatic ALM (P= 0.022).

All of the acral melanocytic nevi tested showed lack of
TERT amplification (12 of 12; 100%). A statistically sig-
nificant difference in TERT amplification by FISH was
detected between acral melanocytic nevi and melanoma.

Comparison of clinicopathological characteristics of
patients with melanomas harboring TERT amplification
revealed no differences, including outcome, among ALM
and non-ALMs.

Gene mutation analysis results

Gene mutation analysis for the melanomas and acral nevi
are summarized in Table 4. In our study, 7 of 34 (20%)
ALMs, 3 of 10 (30%) non-ALMs, 2 of 20 (10%) metastatic
ALM, and 10 of 15 (66.7%) acral nevi harbored BRAF
V600E, detected by gene sequencing or immunohis-
tochemistry. The percentage of cases positive for BRAF
V600E detected in acral nevi and ALM was significantly
different (P= 0.05).

Among ALMs, besides clinical testing for common
mutations (BRAF, KIT, and NRAS, Table 4), next generation
sequencing (NGS) analysis of 23 tumors (12 metastases and
11 primaries) revealed only one case (4.3%, primary ALM)
harboring mutations in TERT and NF1, one with MDM2,
PIK3CA, and BIRC2 mutations, one with SMARCB1 and
TP53 mutations, one with VHL and TP53 mutations, one
with NOTCH2 and CDK6 mutations, one with a JAK3
mutation, and 17 without evidence of any tested mutation.

No correlation between gene mutations and type of
melanoma, clinicopathological features, or prognosis
was found.

Discussion

Although ALM occurs less frequently that cutaneous mel-
anoma, ALM comprises a relatively high proportion of
cutaneous melanoma in non-Caucasians, in whom cuta-
neous melanomas occur less frequently [1]. The most
common primary anatomical site for ALM in our study was

Table 2 Histopathological features of primary acral and non-acral
melanoma.

Histopathology Primary acral
melanomas
(n= 34), no. (%)

Primary non-acral
melanomas
(n= 10), no. (%)

Breslow thickness

Up to 1.0 mm 2 (5.8) 2 (20)

1.1–2.0 mm 11 (32.4) 3 (30)

2.1–4.0 mm 8 (23.6) 1 (10)

>4.0 mm 13 (38.2) 4 (40)

Ulceration present 17 (50) 2 (20)

Mitotic rate (mitoses per mm2)

<1 1 (2.9) 1 (10)

1 8 (23.5) 3 (30)

>1 25 (73.6) 6 (60)

Radial growth phase
(present)

21 (61.8) 5 (50)

Vertical growth phase
(present)

34 (100) 10 (100)

Regression (present) 18 (52.9) 3 (30)

Lymphovascular invasion
(present)

6 (17.6) 0

Perineural invasion
(present)

10 (29.4) 0

Satellitosis (present) 15 (44.1) 0

Tumor infiltrating
lymphocytes (present,
non-brisk)

34 (100) 10 (100)

Associated nevus
(present)

2 (5.9) 2 (20)
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the foot/toe. ALM is commonly regarded as a subtype
harboring worse prognosis than the other subtypes of mel-
anoma [4]. In our series, we found a trend for these patients
to show worse overall survival although this difference did

not reach statistical significance. Our small control group
sample size (n= 10) may account for this finding.

The immunohistochemical expression of LEF1 and
β-catenin, markers of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway,
were analyzed in relation to clinicopathological character-
istics, tumor type (primary ALM versus non-acral and pri-
mary versus metastatic), and prognosis. We did not detect
any differences in immunohistochemical nuclear expression
of LEF1 among primary and metastatic ALM, between
primary ALM versus non-ALM, or between melanomas and
acral nevi. In contrast, β-catenin cytoplasmic expression in
metastatic ALM was significantly lower than that of pri-
mary melanomas. Detection of cytoplasmic β-catenin in
acral melanocytic nevi was similar to that of primary mel-
anoma. In our study, we observed nuclear expression of
LEF1 in all of the melanocytic lesions studied. In contrast,
LEF1 expression in ALM in a previous study [26] was
reported as consistently cytoplasmic. Nuclear β-catenin
labeling was not detected in any of our cases, including
acral melanocytic nevi, suggesting that LEF1 may act
independently of nuclear localization of β-catenin in acral
melanocytic lesions. Our overall immunohistochemical
findings are not supportive of activation of the canonical
Wnt pathway in ALM, in contrast to what is described in
other types of melanoma, where the translocation of β-
catenin to the nucleus and its subsequent binding to LEF1
leads to activation of other target genes such as c-MYC and
CCND1 [28]. While nuclear localization of LEF1 and
decreased cytoplasmic expression of β-catenin in metastases
may suggest activation of a noncanonical Wnt pathway in
ALM, our immunohistochemical data does not fully support
this contention either. It is also possible that immunohis-
tochemistry may not be a reliable indicator of Wnt pathway
in ALM.

Fig. 2 Primary acral lentiginous melanoma, metastatic acral len-
tiginous melanoma, and acral melanocytic nevus. a Primary acral
lentiginous melanoma. The tumor shows invasive epithelioid mela-
noma cells with marked cytologic atypia (H&E, ×20). b Acral mela-
nocytic nevus, compound. Notice the very focal junctional component
and maturation of the dermal cells with descent. (H&E, ×20). c LEF1
immunohistochemical expression in primary ALM. Strongly nuclear
expression is seen throughout the tumor (immunohistochemistry
×200). d Acral compound melanocytic nevus showing decreased
nuclear positivity of LEF1 with descent (“maturation pattern”) of
LEF1 (immunohistochemistry, ×40). e Cytoplasmic/membranous
expression of β-catenin in primary ALM (immunohistochemistry,
×200). f Decreased cytoplasmic/membranous expression of β-catenin
in metastatic ALM (immunohistochemistry, ×40). g About 20% of our
cases of primary ALM demonstrated BRAF V600E expression
(immunohistochemistry, ×200). h Acral melanocytic nevus showing
positive for BRAF V600E expression. About 67% of our cases were
positive for BRAF V600E (immunohistochemistry, ×40). i Acral
compound melanocytic nevus showing two signals per nuclei for
TERT, indicating the absence of amplification (red: TERT at 5p15.3;
green: 5q31). j TERT amplification by FISH in a case of metastatic
acral lentiginous melanoma (red: TERT at 5p15.3; green: 5q31).
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Our analysis revealed that all of our compound acral nevi
showed nuclear expression of LEF1 in junctional and
superficial dermal melanocytes with progressive decrease of
expression with descent into the dermis. This finding may
be in relation to low proliferation and activation of senes-
cence pathways present in these lesions. In contrast to acral
nevi, most of our melanomas showed patchy, random
positivity in the invasive dermal cells, including in deeper
aspect of the dermis. On practical grounds, evaluation of the
immunohistochemical pattern of expression of LEF1 may
help in the evaluation of acral melanocytic lesions, although
variations in this pattern of expression in both benign and
malignant acral melanocytic lesions are expected.

LEF1 and β-catenin immunohistochemical expression
did not correlate with clinicopathological parameters or
prognosis in our melanoma cases, contrary to a prior report
[26]. This lack of correlation persisted when BRAF V600E
status was included in the analysis. This finding may sup-
port lack of clear association between canonical Wnt
pathway and ALM. Analysis of larger cohorts of ALM and
non-ALM cases may help elucidate the role of these bio-
markers in prognosis.

Overall 67% of acral nevi were BRAF V600E positive,
supporting that BRAF mutations are major events involved
in the genesis of melanocytic nevus, even in sun-protected
areas [9]. Among ALM, only 21% were BRAF V600E
positive. The BRAF V600E status between ALM and acral
nevus showed a nearly significant difference (P= 0.05).
This finding may also support the hypothesis that ALMs are

less likely to arise from acral melanocytic nevi as compared
with other cutaneous melanomas, and that most ALM arise
de novo [29].

We found that primary ALMs harbor TERT gene
amplifications in 21.4% of cases. This is in agreement with
the only two previous reports exploring this phenomenon in
primary ALM, where the range of TERT amplification was
between 20.1% and 29.4% [18, 21, 30]. In a cohort of
tumors from The Cancer Genome Atlas database it was
found that 6% of melanomas (without specifying subtype)
showed TERT amplification by NGS methodologies [31]
while less than 5% of desmoplastic melanomas revealed
focal amplifications of the gene, in another series [32].
Utilizing FISH, four out of ten cases (40%) of melanoma
(designated as conventional, Spitzoid, and melanomas
arising in giant congenital nevi) were found to show TERT
amplification [33]. Our finding of 25% of primary non-
ALMs showing TERT amplification adds to the evidence
that type of melanoma and methodology used (likely related
to different cutoffs for copy number alterations) may
account for variations in frequency of TERT amplification in
primary melanoma.

None of the acral nevi tested were found to have TERT
gene amplification. In cases of ambiguous lesions where
melanoma and nevus are in the differential diagnosis, a
combination of TERT amplification results and pattern of
expression of LEF1, as indicated above, may be of utility.
TERT gene amplification has been already reported as a
promising tool for differentiating malignant from benign
acral melanocytic tumors [14].

In our study, metastatic ALMs showed a higher frequency
of TERT amplification as compared with primary ALM (P=
0.043), although a significant association between TERT
amplification and overall survival was not detected. While
TERT amplification has been previously reported in primary
ALM and thought to be overall rare in other types of primary
melanoma, higher frequency of TERT amplification in meta-
static ALM in relation to primary tumors have not been
previously reported, to our knowledge. Our findings may
suggest that TERT amplification is a common event impli-
cated in progression to metastasis in ALM. This phenomenon
may not be exclusive of ALM since metastatic non-ALM
cases were not included in this study. Adding more evidence
to this hypothesis, TERT amplifications have been detected in

Table 3 LEF1 and β-catenin expression by immunohistochemistry in
primary and metastatic acral melanoma.

H-score Primary acral
melanomas
(n= 34), no. (%)

Metastatic acral
melanomas
(n= 20), no. (%)

P

β-catenin
<50 4 (11.8) 7 (35) 0.017

50–100 14 (41.2) 9 (45)

>150 16 (47.1) 4 (20)

LEF1

<50 17 (50) 11 (55) >0.05

50–100 6 (41.2) 7 (35)

>150 11 (32.4) 2 (10)

Table 4 Gene mutation status of BRAF, KIT, and NRAS in acral and non-acral melanoma and acral nevi.

Gene mutations Primary acral melanomas
(n= 34), no. (%)

Metastatic acral melanomas
(n= 20), no. (%)

Primary non-acral melanomas
(n= 10), no. (%)

Acral nevi
(n= 15), no. (%)

BRAF V600E* 7 (20.5) 2 (10) 3 (30) 10 (66.7)

KIT 3 (8.8) 2 (10) 0 0

NRAS 1 (2.9) 4 (20) 0 0

*By immunohistochemistry or gene sequencing.
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circulating melanoma cells in patients with advanced stage
melanoma [34]. This phenomenon seems to differ from what
is currently known about TERT promoter mutations in mel-
anoma. First, similar proportions of TERT promoter mutations
have been found in primary and metastatic cutaneous mela-
noma, along with lack of correlation with adverse tumor
characteristics [35]. Second, in a series of primary and cor-
responding metastatic melanomas [36], it was reported that a
greater proportion of metastases were TERT wild type (71%
vs. 29% showing TERT promoter mutation) and of these,
62% lost their TERT promoter mutation in relation to the
primary tumor. This finding was hypothesized to indicate that
in at least a subset of melanomas, TERT promoter mutations
may not be essential to disease progression. TERT amplifi-
cation, on the other hand, appears to have a role in the pro-
gression from primary to metastatic ALM. This is further
supported by the fact that only one case (4.3%, a primary
tumor) out of 23 primary and metastatic ALMs tested by NGS
was found to harbor TERT promoter mutations in our series.

In our study, 14/16 (87.5%) TERT amplified cases were
BRAF wild type. This finding is in keeping with prior
reports showing that tumors with TERT abnormalities are
BRAF wild type [37]. In clinical grounds, this observation is
important since these patients are not eligible for targeted
therapy with BRAF inhibitors. As TERT is a key player in
melanoma, it can therefore be an alternate target in these
patients who may lack other treatment options. Most of the
TERT inhibitors evaluated so far have prolonged lag period
of efficacy due to their reliance on targeting the telomerase
enzyme, potentially allowing cancer cells to adapt and also
increasing their toxicity. However, in addition to its cano-
nical role in maintaining telomere length, TERT also reg-
ulates extratelomeric processes like apoptosis, chromatin
state, cell proliferation, and DNA damage responses. Hence,
other novel TERT-based therapeutic strategies may also be
promising and useful for rapid and sustained cancer treat-
ment response [38].

In summary, we report that TERT amplification is
detected in primary ALM and the frequency of this genetic
event increases in metastatic tumors, indicated a possible
role in tumor progression to metastasis. TERT amplifica-
tions were also found to be frequent (25%) in primary non-
ALM, in contrast to previous reports. No support
for activation of canonical Wnt pathway in ALM was
observed, although decreased cytoplasmic expression of β-
catenin was seen in metastatic ALM. Along with TERT
amplification detection by FISH, LEF1 immunohis-
tochemistry may help in the differential diagnosis between
ALM and nevus. For patients with metastatic ALM, whose
tumors are frequently BRAF wild type, TERT amplifica-
tion, and noncanonical Wnt pathways appear to be pro-
mising targets for therapy.
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